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Over seventy percent (70%) of enterprise IT projects fail. For larger, more complex projects the failure
rate jumps to ninety-five percent (95%). These failures cost US companies roughly $500 Billion every
year. Almost 3/4ths of these failures happen for one reason. It?s not the technology. It?s not the team.
It?s because what the business is trying to do is never fully communicated; therefore, it?s never fully
understood. The experts call this a communication problem, but it's actually a function of silence.
The origins of this silence are not what we have assumed. Psychologists and neuroscientists have
recently discovered that the human brain doesn't work the way we thought. And that discovery has
profound implications for how we manage project communications. The purpose of this paper is
threefold: (i) To unpack how three out of four enterprise IT projects fail; (ii) To explain the mental
processes that are responsible for those failures; and (iii) To offer a simple solution? a
checklist? that can be used by anyone to prevent this problem from destroying their IT projects.

In t r odu ct ion
En t er pr ise IT pr oject s h ave a r eal? an d alm ost u n iver sally
r ecogn ized? pr oblem . If you listen to the experts in and around
the IT universe (Gartner, IDC, Standish, HBR, Capterra, McKinsey,
IEEE, PMI, et al), you get remarkably consistent estimates of
project failure rates, costs and causes. For starters, 70% of all
such projects? seven out of ten? fail. Now, in the interest of
fairness, 70% isn?t as bad as it sounds. Not all failures are
created equal. Half of these projects just experience some
?significant? level of failure? meaning they?re way (30 - 300%)
over budget, way behind schedule or way under-deliver. Only
20%, one out of five, are complete and utter disasters. Total
failures. Smoking craters that leave management no recourse
but to write everything off, and participants no recourse but to
find other jobs.
There?s more, if a project costs over a million dollars, the odds of
failure jump by 50%. That means the odds of a total failure for
larger projects are 30%? roughly one out of three. The odds of a
significant failure rise to about 65%? almost two out

of three. The odds of success fall to about 5%? only one success
out of twenty attempts. McKinsey & Oxford University found
that 17% of large enterprise IT projects, one out of six, go so
badly, they threaten the very existence of the organization. And
Gartner estimates that the odds of total failure for AI and Big
Data projects runs over 85%.
To put all of this in perspective, consider the following. Playing
Russian Roulette with five out of six bullets in the gun has
better odds of success than running a large IT project. The risks
of running such a project are equivalent to playing a regular
round of Russian Roulette with the life of your business. And
avoiding technological innovation altogether guarantees death
by other means? the market slowly eats you alive. Not much of
a choice!
Now, let?s turn to the second component of this problem? what
these failures costs. If you look at the more conservative
estimates, the hard dollar costs of IT project failures? in the US
alone? runs about $500 Billion a year.
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Per ZD Net, that number is comprised of $100 Billion in annual
write-offs of abandoned efforts plus $400 Billion in rework on all
the systems that limp into production but never do what they
need to do? so they have to be continually patched throughout
their service life.
Robert Charette?s article, Why Software Fails - We waste billions of
dollars each year on entirely preventable mistakes, in the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (?IEEE?) Spectrum magazine,
noted that ?? studies have shown that software specialists spend
about 40 to 50 percent of their time on avoidable rework rather
than on? work that?s done right the first time. Once a piece of
software makes it into the field, the cost of fixing an error can be
100 times as high as it would have been during the development
stage.? Even issues caught pre-release can carry a hefty price tag.
Research has consistently shown that for every $1 saved up front
by not taking the time to fully understand business requirements
we eventually spend $36 to $50 to fix what could (should) have
been caught earlier.
So why are these failures happening? Well, there are many
reasons, but the experts referenced above point to
communication issues as being the source of three out of four
enterprise IT project failures. The Project Management Institute
summarizes these issues as follows:
-

There is no clear definition of what needs to be delivered
or why;
Project teams don?t fully understand the big picture;
Management fails to define all the operating parameters;
There is incomplete and inaccurate system
documentation; and
Project teams have misguided and misaligned
expectations.

The Gallup Organization offers further support for these
findings? but from a different perspective. Gallup?s research over
the last two decades in Europe and North America has
consistently found that 50% of workers don?t know what?s
expected of them at work. They don?t know what their boss
wants, what their projects require, what their company?s strategy
is, what their business is trying to do, or how they fit into the big
picture.
If you summarize these findings, the point of origin of these
failures boils down to one reason. It?s not the technology. It?s not
the team. It?s because what the business is trying to do is never
fully communicated; therefore, it?s never fully understood. In the
context of people, process and technology, the people and the
technology are fine, but our process for communicating critical
information is broken. Industry experts call this a communication
problem, but it?s actually a function of silence. The problem arises
not because of what is being communicated, but because of what
isn?t. Th e pr oblem is t h e em pt y void r epr esen t in g t h e su m
t ot al of all t h at is n ot bein g said an d t h e u n r ecogn ized
con st r ain t s t h at give r ise t o t h at silen ce.
The cost of this silence is time? and time is money. The longer it
takes to communicate all the details that are necessary to
successfully implement an IT project, the more that project costs.
The vast majority of those in business and technology are
struggling to share what needs to be shared because they don?t
know what needs to be shared. They don?t understand the
mechanics of execution, so they don?t know what goes into it or
the bases that must be covered to ensure that a business process

has been completely defined. But just because many don?t know
these things doesn?t mean that they are unknowable.
There is a language of business execution. There is a framework
within which the execution of every business process takes place.
When that language is inarticulate, incomplete or imprecise what
a business attempts to communicate to their tech team gets
misunderstood. Those misunderstandings lead to others. The
errors that result compound over time and what starts as a
minor matter morphs into a maelstrom.
An enormous amount of money? $370 Billion ($500B x 74%)? is
being wasted each year because business-people can?t explain
their execution strategies to their tech teams who must automate
and track those strategies. And if Gallup is right about the annual
costs of US workers not knowing what their business is trying to
do, you can add another $500 Billion to that price tag. That
means almost $900 Billion is being wasted each year because we
don?t know how to define and explain our execution strategies.
This is money that should be going straight to the bottom line as
profit. Given the current state of the economy? and probable
future state for some time to come? we can't afford to let this
problem continue. The status quo is not sustainable.
No one can mitigate every issue that might cause an IT project to
fail, but surely we can address one. Our team has found a way to
fix this issue. Our mission is to share it? that?s what this paper is
about. However, before I explain the solution, I want to make
sure you understand both the nature of the problem, and why
that problem is happening. Once you understand the root cause,
fixing it becomes much easier.

...

Th e Pr oblem
A classic case of 'silen ce' in act ion
Let ?s st ar t w it h an illu st r at ion of ?what the business is
trying to do is never fully understood.? This specific example
comes from what was, at the time, an early stage tech company.
It was founded by a group of industry veterans who had run
multi-billion-dollar businesses. Prior to being acquired by one of
the Fortune 500, it was one of the fastest growing companies in
the US. It had a global presence, and its CEO became
Entrepreneur of the Year for North America. These people
weren?t dumb? far from it.
What makes this example so poignant, I think, is twofold. First, is
the fact that what happened here is so common. Second, those
involved were the last people I would have ever expected to
make this mistake. They were brilliant, competent, diligent and
had an attention to detail the likes of which I?ve rarely seen. They
knew how to execute, and yet, even they fell into this trap. After
working with them to resolve this issue, I came to the conclusion
that if it could happen to them, it could happen to anyone.
With that background out of the way, here?s the story. The
company needed a pipeline management system to track their
global sales and distribution network. Due to the complexity of
their offering their sales cycle typically ran 12-15 months. A
vendor with expertise in this domain was retained to develop a
system. Based upon management?s assertions, everyone agreed
the task should be straight-forward and easy to accomplish. The
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vendor proposed an Agile approach (which he never defined)
and committed to delivering the project in a month for $20,000.
Seven months and $120,000 later, with nothing to show for the
effort, no resolution in sight, and one furious sponsor, I was
asked to look into the project. I began by asking a series of
questions (that I will more fully explain later) to make sure that
the vendor was actually trying to build what the company
needed him to build. No one had ever taken the time to map out
either the pipeline stages (workflow) or management reporting
structures (rollup) for the network. Due to the perceived
simplicity of the process, such efforts were deemed unnecessary.
After spending two hours with the vendor I was able to map both
the workflow and rollup. The workflow had no issues, but the
vendor was having problems with the rollup. Based on his
conversations with the sponsor he thought it should work as
depicted in the drawing above left, but he couldn?t figure out how
to handle the corporate and regional accounts that he was told
flowed through that rollup. Armed with my diagrams, I sat down
with the project sponsor to see whether the vendor ?s
understanding was accurate.
After inspecting both, he confirmed they were. This is what he'd
told the vendor to build. I then asked a question that had
surfaced earlier, ?Show me how you'd handle a ?corporate?versus
a ?regional?account?? The sponsor studied the map for a minute
then said, ?I can?t, it?s not on here.? ?Oh,? I said, ?So this map isn?t
accurate after all.? Four hours? and many question? later, we
arrived at the actual rollup presented in the drawing above right.
Upon completion of this second map, two things became
apparent. First, the work done to date would have to be
abandoned because the technology that had been selected was
not capable of handling the actual requirements. Second, the
only person the sponsor had to blame was himself. This wasn?t
the vendors fault. The vendor had been trying to build what the

sponsor had told him to build, but the sponsor had been telling
him to build the wrong thing? which was very strange because
the sponsor actually knew what was correct all along.

A f ew obser vat ion s
I t h in k t h er e ar e sever al lesson s that can be drawn from
this case study. And I believe they are all applicable to the class of
project communication failures that we are discussing. I?ll start
with the obvious.
First, the company ultimately wasted seven months and
$120,000 because they weren?t willing to spend six hours up
front to ensure that they were on the right track. In this case the
ratio of loss incurred to shortcut taken was about 85 to 1. Said
differently, for every hour the sponsor thought he was saving up
front by cutting a basic corner? creating detailed process
maps? he eventually lost 85. That ratio is higher than normal for
problems caught pre-release. Per the IEEE, PMI and numerous
other studies, issues caught pre-release usually have a loss ratio
of anywhere from 36-50 to 1. This example has a loss ratio closer
to those of issues caught post-go-live which often run 100 to 1. It
is these metrics, coupled with findings by the IEEE that roughly
half of all software professionals time is spent fixing errors that
?should have been done right the first time,? that explains how
and why US companies waste half a trillion dollars a year on
failed enterprise IT projects.
Second, this failure followed a familiar pattern. The point of
origination was actually with the business who failed to
communicate complete and accurate information to the vendor.
However, the problem did not present itself until the vendor
tried to implement? at which point the business blamed the
vendor for the failure. The vendor? never realizing that he had
not received the entire story? had no way to defend himself and
came off looking incompetent.
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Third, there was another pattern in the way the business failed
to communicate. If you study the Before and After versions of
the rollup carefully, you?ll notice something interesting. The
sponsor?s description of the pipeline management process
wasn?t exactly wrong? it was just woefully incomplete. All the
edge cases? or exceptions to process norms? were missing. If

Which brings me to my fourth and final observation. The
vendor ?s behavior? which enabled the communication
failure? cannot be excused. Had the vendor been more
proactive and taken a few hours up front to verify how the
process worked, the inaccuracies in what the sponsor provided
would have been detected? and the entire debacle would have
been avoided. Based upon scores of conversations with vendors
in similar situations I believe there are two forces behind such
vendor recalcitrance. Both are logical extensions of the
assumptions on which they are based, but one of those
assumptions is flawed and the other has recently been shown to
be wrong. I?ll address both below, but I?ll start with the logical
flaw.
The tech industry is constantly changing. The next big thing is
always on the horizon? as are theories about the best way to
work. Agile methods are clearly the current approach du jour.
Agile was developed by software engineers to tackle new,
undefined and rapidly evolving business environments where
the goal is innovation. Agile was invented because traditional
approaches didn?t work very well in the absence of an existing
identifiable process. And Agile has proven to be outstanding for
startup, R&D and DevOps environments where offerings are
being invented in real time. Going forward, I?ll refer to these
types of initiatives as ?Innovation? projects.
Having said all that, I have a concern about where and how
some people are choosing to apply Agile. I fear that many have
lost sight of the fact that innovation isn?t all we do in technology.
We still automate and track processes that are well established
and understood. I?ll call these types of initiatives? the type with
which this paper is concerned? ?Construction? projects.
There?s a big difference between innovation and construction.
The driving force behind the first is discovery. The driving force
behind second is efficient replication. The model for the first is
trial and error. The model for the second uses a known formula

you add up all of the details the sponsor overlooked, he initially
conveyed less than thirty percent (30%) of the actual story? a
percentage consistent with my experience overall. People may
communicate the basic idea of how a process works, but when it
comes to programming software, the basics are not
enough? and every technologists should know that.

to customize for a known set of parameters. Construction
projects may not be as exciting as Innovation projects, but
they?re far more common. IDC estimates that for every dollar we
spend on Innovation, we spend four on Construction. So there
are a lot of reasons to select approaches that work best for
Construction. And, when making that selection, the first thing to
keep in mind? which, by the way, is what the creators of Agile
were mindful of? is that what works for construction doesn?t
work as well with innovation? and vice versa!
The failure of the vendor in this case, who not only neglected to
map the existing processes up front but refused to do so later as
the project unraveled was, in my opinion, a triumph of dogma
over common sense. He wasn?t inventing something new. He
was automating an existing, albeit manual system. He failed to
appreciate that difference, and that different tools are required
for different jobs. He also repeatedly failed to acknowledge
evidence that clearly contradicted the original design
assumptions.
I find these to be common problems. In pursuit of the new and
exciting? and a desire to not rock the boat? many in our
profession have both been seduced into using an approach that
is not a good fit for the problem at hand and in ignoring obvious
issues that need to be addressed. In the first case I believe that
an infatuation with Agile has led us to be more lax in our
requirements definitions than is appropriate. In the second, for
reasons that I will explain shortly, I?ve come to believe that we
have a mental bias against diverting from any path once chosen.
While the assumptions behind our thinking on how to run a
Construction IT project may be flawed, the assumptions behind
how vendors have positioned themselves vis-à-vis their
customers are turning out to be completely wrong. Allow me to
explain.
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Historically, technology vendors have not pushed their
customers too hard to define their processes and requirements
up front? for two reasons. First, we believed what we?ve been
taught in school? human beings are rational actors who are in
control of their thoughts and actions and make decisions based
on the best available information.
Assuming this to be true, if a customer failed to exercise
sufficient discipline to provide us with all the information we
needed, then it was their fault? and problem? if their lack of
diligence costs them more money.
Second, it was in our financial interest not to push. Any time a
new requirement was found or an existing one changed, we had
grounds to request a change order and increase the price. We
could sell a discounted SOW with the certainty that anything
given up during the initial negotiations could be won back, and
then some, with change orders. Contracts were low-balled to
hook the customer, then add-ons were billed to cover the ?real?
cost. It?s how the game was played. Our competition did it. If we
didn?t, we lost the deal. Vendors could easily rationalize the
ethics of this ?game? because customers knew the rules and they
had control over the accuracy and completeness of the
information they provided.
There are only a couple of problems with this approach. First,
psychologists and neuroscientists have recently discovered that
the ?humans are in control of their thoughts and actions?
assumption is wrong. It turns out that we don?t control our
brains? our brains control us, and we have no idea when it?s
happening. Which means that when the business fails to deliver
all of the information the technologists need to do their jobs? as
in the case study above? it?s not just the customer ?s problem. It?s
ours as well.
It?s no secret that business-people typically lack the technical
expertise to be able to accurately assess the performance (or
excuses) of their IT departments and vendors. As with the
relationship between any layman and expert, this places them at
a distinct and uncomfortable disadvantage. They must place
their trust in their chosen technologist and hope that what they
are being told is not only accurate but the best course of action.
As neither trust nor hope in a business setting have a long shelf
life, they endure only until their violations are so numerous or so
egregious that the patience of the business is lost. That?s when
the plug gets pulled? on both projects and people. There?s a
reason that:
-

-

The average tenure of CIO?s and tech execs is the shortest
of all the C-suite coming in less than half the average
tenure of a CEO;
75% of CEO?s don?t think their IT departments understand
their business; and
75% of workers don?t think that IT brings anything that
helps them do their jobs.

We technologists are supposed to be the expert professionals
who know how to execute IT projects. If we fail to alter our
approach now? knowing that the underlying assumption on
which that approach is based is wrong, then we are deceiving our
customers today and sowing the seeds for more problems
tomorrow. Business-people will eventually learn what scientists
now know. When that happens, we technologists can either be
seen as the trusted advisers who showed them the way, or yet
another in a long line of incompetents who took advantage.

Personally, I prefer the former.
We (technologists, analysts and project managers) have a rare
opportunity to significantly up our game? to deliver greater
value and guidance to our internal and external customers by
helping them improve their own performance. We have long
desired to elevate our influence (and candidly status) and play a
more active role in the business? this could well be our
opportunity to earn that right. In a similar vein I would encourage
business leaders who are tasked with delivering key
projects? and certainly those who are financially and/or
professionally incentivized to do so? to take full advantage of
both this opportunity and the means to address it that I set forth
below. The cost to implement is minimal, but the payoff is
massive.
Given our current economic environment with increasing
financial pressures and the challenges arising from remote work
this opportunity could not come at a better time. In the
remainder of this paper I will lay out a path to seize this
opportunity by:
·
Explaining why business sponsors and process owners
have trouble sharing critical information and why analysts
and technologists have trouble asking the right questions to
get it; and
·
Providing you, the technologists, business analysts,
project managers and business leaders with a simple
solution? a checklist? to not only overcome those
deficiencies, but to provide your clients and companies with
a new and better way to think about and execute their
business strategies.

...

Wh y Is Th is Pr oblem
Happen in g?
We?r e w or k in g of f bad assu m pt ion s
On e of t h e biggest ch allen ges we technologists face when
dealing with business customers is re-framing for them? and
ourselves? what we're really doing. We've fallen into the habit of
referring to our work as ?enterprise IT projects.? But we need to
wake up to the fact that's NOT what we're doing.

We're not running enterprise IT projects.
We're running business projects that happen
to be enabled by technology.
Technology is not magic. It?s only a tool to automate and track
the execution of an otherwise manual process? nothing more. If
a person had been hired to execute that same process manually,
the business would have to train them on the intricacies of doing
that job. The same level of explanation has to be provided to the
technologist who is tasked with programming or configuring
software to do what the human once did. Neither people nor
computers can read minds. If the business process owner
doesn?t tell them what needs to be done, they aren?t going to
know.
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We technologists know technology, but the business is not our
natural domain. We need to become far more transparent and
vocal with the business in explaining our need for their expertise
in defining exactly what it is that they?re trying to do and why
they?re trying to do it. The execution framework that I?ll explain
below is designed to give both technologists and
business-people a language and toolkit to not only have such
conversations but to ensure they lead to a complete and
accurate understanding of what it is that the business is trying to
do. In other words, this framework is designed to put an end to
the silence that has plagued our projects for so long. But before
we get into that, we have a more foundational matter to discuss.
We face a second challenge resetting expectations about our
human capacity to remember, articulate and convey critical
details about a process. It?s not what we thought it was. In fact,
our command over those abilities is far more limited than what
we?ve been led to believe.

to focus on scope, schedule and cost, but others have proposed
additional concerns such as quality and customer satisfaction.)
And yet, when it comes to business enabled technology projects,
we?ve ignored the biggest constraint with which we constantly
contend? the functional limitations of the human brain.
These seven unconscious, mental constraints that I?ll describe
below are clearly evidenced in the case study I shared earlier.
Together they conspired to trick the project sponsor and process
owner into presenting an overly simplistic and reductive
explanation of his sales pipeline process. They kept him from
sharing all he knew and then caused him to insist that he had
been completely forthcoming. They blinded him to his oversight
and then fooled the vendor into accepting those representations
as fact when they were obviously wrong? thereby perpetuating
the problem. As I discuss each constraint, I will highlight its
impact on the case study above, but before I dive into these, I
need to level-set with some basics. What do the two things below
have in common?

Ou r br ain s don?t w or k t h e w ay w e
t h ou gh t t h ey w or k ed
As I allu ded t o above, we?ve been taught that people are
rational actors who make decisions based on the best available
information. By implication that logic suggests that we have
command of our mental faculties, that we?re in control of our
thoughts and actions, that our memories are accurate and
unbiased, and that we?re capable? if we so choose? of
completely and accurately recalling those memories on demand.
In essence we viewed ourselves as human data recorders. The
only things that could impede these capabilities were diminished
mental capacities, a failure to pay attention, or a wanton
disregard for the facts. In other words, those who couldn?t
perfectly recall details were either stupid, lazy or
incompetent? not to put too fine a point on it!
In the last 20-30 years this myth of how the human brain works
has been systematically dismantled by psychologists and
neuroscientists who are, quite literally, completely re-writing the
book on the subject. As I said earlier,

...we don?t control our brains? our brains control us!
And to make things even more interesting, it's all
unconscious? we have no idea w h en it ?s h appen in g.
We?ve tended to think of our unconscious minds as a warehouse
for forgotten memories, but it?s far more than that. It?s an active
and dynamic system of incredibly sophisticated processes that
handles and controls a stunning array of mental activities.
Although a complete description of these processes is beyond
my capabilities (and relevance to this discussion), there are seven
that are particularly germane to the discussion at hand. While I
can?t begin to do this justice, I can provide a summary
introduction and attempt to explain how they impact our ability
to accurately communicate what a business is trying to do.
Think of these as the unconscious saboteurs that keep us from
unearthing and understanding what?s going on within our
business. Th ese ar e t h e seven silen t k iller s of ou r IT pr oject s.
If you?re like me, you may find some irony in the ensuing
discussion. As you may know, the project management
profession is deeply concerned? and justifiably so? with
managing constraints. (The Project Management Institute tends

They?re both computers. They both run on electricity. They both
have multiple system layers. They both have design limitations.
And to interact effectively with either of them, you need to
understand those limits.

1. We have a second operating system, an
autopilot, that's constantly calling the
shots behind the scenes
Th e con cept of an ?adapt ive u n con sciou s? was first proposed
by Daniel Wagner in 2002. The idea was expanded in Timothy
Wilson?s 2004 book, Strangers to Ourselves where he explained,
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"The mind operates most efficiently by relegating a
good deal of high-level sophisticated thinking to
the unconscious, just as a modern jetliner is able
to fly on automatic pilot with little or no input
from the human, 'conscious' pilot."
Malcolm Gladwell?s 2005 book, Blink added to the popular
awareness. And in 2011, the Nobel Laureate (in Economics) and
Princeton psychologist, Daniel Kahneman published a review of
the research to explain in layman?s terms the stunning breadth
and depth of what he describes as the two systems of our minds
entitled, Thinking Fast and Slow. System 1 is unconscious and
reflexive. System 2 is conscious and deliberate.
System 1 is constantly working in the background to survey and
analyze our environment. It's a perimeter threat detection and
defense mechanism. It's effortless and engages automatically. It
processes information and reacts with lightning speed. It's laser
focused on what?s happening right now. It makes snap decisions
and leaps to conclusions based either on little data or on
previously observed patterns? that may, or may not, have
anything to do with our present situation. It's heavily, and often
undeservedly, influenced by what it's just experienced. System 1
does not bother to verify facts. It's inflexible, and when it comes
to making decisions, it's prone to error? but with a very specific
bias that I?ll explain shortly. It exercises a great deal of influence
on our judgment and lies beyond all reach of our conscious
mind.
System 1 is focused on self-preservation. It tends to elicit
instinctive, defensive reactions when confronted with situations
that could, in any way, be seen as a threat. This goes well beyond
a fight or flight response when facing legitimate danger. When
experiencing a stimulus that could be completely benign, our
minds will often assume the worst and react accordingly. In our
past this offered a distinct evolutionary advantage. Imagine two
people, 100,000 years ago, walking through the jungle. They hear
a strange sound. One, based on past experience unconsciously
thinks, ?I?ve heard something like that before? it?s a tiger ? and
they take off running. The other thinks nothing of it and
continues his stroll. If the first was wrong, so what? he got a little
exercise. Right or wrong, he made it home for dinner and lived to
pass on his genes. If the second was wrong, he was dinner!
Two environmental conditions? one general, one specific? have
changed on business managers that warrant our consideration.
First the general. Until recently? meaning roughly the last 100
years? the propensity of the System 1 autopilot to leap to
conclusions in search of self-preservation served us well and had
little downside. Details and specificity of information were not
that important. Problems were far less complex. System 1
evolved and was optimized to deal with simplistic, albeit critical,
binary decisions? is that a tiger or not? The autopilot still serves
us well today? in the right circumstances. However, the ancient,
reptilian System 1 is woefully ill-equipped to deal with the
complexities encountered in modern IT environments. It has no
capacity to deal with the multi-dimensional, multi-variate,
branching and conditional logic that is required in even the most
basic technology projects? but that doesn?t stop it from trying.
And when it interjects itself into such matters? and it does so
constantly? things go very badly. This autopilot which served us
well in the past, causes real problems today.

Now the specific. The very leadership strengths for which
managers are often distinguished and rewarded become
significant weaknesses when needing to communicate a large
number of details. Leaders are encouraged to look at the big
picture, think strategically, compile and distill large volumes of
nebulous and loosely structured data into concise, actionable
plans, be decisive and inspirational, and do all the above as
quickly as possible. They are discouraged from getting lost in the
weeds, thinking tactically, analysis paralysis, being methodical,
and taking the time to review and confirm one step before
moving to the next? all of these characteristics are considered
the dominion of subordinates. The irony of this situation is that
those subordinates often lack the global understanding
necessary to adequately define and describe a process from end
to end? which is exactly the information required by
technologists to properly automate the performance or tracking
of that process. Only subject matter experts have such
knowledge, but as mentioned, their autopilots are neither
optimized nor inclined to communicate it? more on this below in
the discussion of the seventh constraint.
This is exactly the situation confronting the sales executive who
was the sponsor in our case study. Facing the continuous
pressures and distractions of growing his young business he
raced through a truncated explanation of what he
needed? never taking the time to dive deep into the mechanics
of his pipeline management process. He assumed that what was
obvious to him would be obvious to his subordinates and
vendor. It wasn?t.

2. Our brains are built around stories
For t h e bet t er par t of a cen t u r y anthropologists have known
that from the dawn of time every civilization on earth has used
stories to communicate information. Now we know why? that?s
how we?re wired. Kahneman explains that,

The human brain evolved to organize, record and
remember the events of our life through stories? but
those stories are very basic and not very accurate.
We don?t just use stories externally to share information. We use
stories internally to encode raw data into logical narratives.
Those narratives become our memories.
We?re not designed to remember individual facts. Anyone who
has ever had to memorize a list of details knows this. We?re
designed to remember the big picture? the concepts that relate
and give context to individual facts. We remember the ?gist? of
the story? not the particulars. In fact, details are almost
irrelevant. We will ?bend? facts or even invent new ones to tell
ourselves a more memorable story. What matters most is not the
accuracy of the story, but how well it hangs together.

We are the embodiment of the statement, ?Never let
the facts get in the way of a good story.?
The sponsor in the case study remembered the central core of
his process? he conveyed the gist of how his pipeline was
managed. And as it happened, that core rollup was where most
of the deal-flow was located. Unfortunately, he forgot to convey
everything that wasn?t on that central path. All of the exceptions
to the core rollup were overlooked, and it was those exceptions
that caused the system to break down.
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3. We like to keep our stories short
In The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on
Our Capacity for Processing Information, the psychologist George
A. Miller explained that our conscious mind is limited by the
number of details it can hang onto at any given time. For most
people that number is seven plus or minus two (5 ? 9). To expand
what we can consciously retain, we use a memory hack. We
cluster logically related elements together to form the building
blocks of our stories. These logical clusters are referred to by
psychologists as ?chunks.? Those details not clustered in a
chunk? those we deem less essential? are relegated to our
unconscious as they slip below our conscious mind like leaves
settling from the surface of a pond down to the bottom. These
details are not forgotten. They?re just not immediately accessible.
Think of this as clearing out a filing cabinet and sending the
records to off-site storage. We haven?t lost the information? we
just can?t get to it without a little extra work. Putting things into
storage works fine, but problems do arise during retrieval.
When asked to recount anything more than a very simple story
for others, we often inadvertently forget that we?ve sent some
files to cold storage. Under stress that ?forgetting? gets worse.
When that happens, the summarized version of the narrative is
recovered, but the details are overlooked. The result is an
oversimplified version of the story that omits critical pieces of
data that our recipient(s) may desperately need to know. Said
differently, the storyteller has not communicated the whole
story. They?ve only shared their ?gist? of the story.
This loss of information begins to snowball in large projects
when the first recipient of a story replicates the same mental
processes as the original storyteller and arrives at his own ?gist of
a gist.? A 2008 study by Poppenk, Joanisse, Danckert, and Köhler,
Why is the meaning of a sentence better remembered than its form?
documented this ?verbatim effect?? the tendency of people to
remember the gist of what someone said, not the details. And
Kahneman clarified how the recipient of a message works to fill
in their own blanks? right or wrong? to create for themselves a
?gist? that makes sense. ?The measure of success for System 1 is
the coherence of the story it manages to create. The amount and
quality of the data on which the story is based are largely
irrelevant. When information is scarce, which is a common
occurrence, System 1 operates as a machine for jumping to
conclusions. ? System 1 is radically insensitive to both the quality
and the quantity of the information that gives rise to impressions
and intuitions. It is the consistency of the information that
matters for a good story, not its completeness (or accuracy).?

Assuming a manager is the first to explain a
process to a business analyst, who then explains it to
a vendor, who's charged with automating that process,
the poor vendor is unknowingly working off
a gist, of a gist, of a gist of reality.
Like the famous Telephone Game, critical details are getting lost
along the way and other misinformation is being added in a
well-intentioned but misguided attempt to fill in what seem to be
holes in the story? without anyone ever realizing the story has
drastically changed. This is a big problem in an IT project where
details are everything.
This is what happened with the sponsor in the case study. Take a
minute and go back and look at the ?Before? rollup. Now count

the levels in the diagram. On his own the sponsor remembered
the nine central chunks or building blocks of both his horizontal
workflow (not shown) and his sales lead management rollup.
However, until he was assisted with questions, he wasn?t able to
recall anything more than those nine items.

4. If we don?t personally experience
something, then (for us) it doesn?t exist
M ost people ar e ext r em ely lim it ed in their ability to visualize
complex systems. System 1 operates in the here and now, deals
with what is right in front of it, and focuses on largely binary
decisions. If the complexities of the business process to be
automated are not immediately obvious and well understood,
System 1 falls into a line of reductive reasoning that Kahneman
describes as ?What You See Is All There Is? and those
complexities are summarily excluded from the story.
This is why people struggle to think outside the box and
anticipate situations, needs and consequences that they have
not previously encountered. Our brain literally closes the door on
those possibilities? relegating us to perpetually suffer from a
failure of imagination. Project tech teams who don?t anticipate
details that the business has inadvertently excluded? even when
evidence of their existence may be screaming for
consideration? compound a fatal error. These teams make what
Nassim Taleb refers to in Antifragile as ?the mother of all harmful
mistakes?...

...they assume that a lack of additional details
means there are no more details. "They mistake the
absence of evidence as evidence of absence."
This mental limitation and the next were experienced by the
vendor in our case study. If you recall, the vendor was the one
who told me about the two account types (corporate and
regional). This was a major red flag that something was missing
in his understanding of the pipeline management structure, but
he had never encountered such transactions in practice. He had
no understanding of how the management of the two would
differ, so instead of digging deeper he simply ignored their
existence? choosing to rely instead on what the sponsor had
told him earlier? which I?ll discuss immediately below.

5. We?re easily & unwittingly manipulated
Even ou r m ost accu r at e st or ies ar e su bject t o cor r u pt ion .

Our thoughts, memories and actions can be
swayed? surprisingly easily? by outside stimuli that
may have nothing to do with the topic at hand.
These stimuli can either be overtly or covertly delivered by
another person or a random cue from our environment. They
can be consciously or unconsciously received by the recipient.
The method of delivery and our awareness of the actual
suggestion makes little difference as to whether that suggestion
has an impact on our decision-making. Even when we know a
suggestion is being made with the intent of manipulating our
actions, we still struggle to resist that manipulation. If we?re
asked to think of a number between 1 and 10, we will answer the
question, ?How many countries are there in Africa?? with a lower
number than if we?d been asked to think of a number between
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100 and 200. Just seeing a picture of the ocean before buying
laundry detergent will cause the purchase of Tide to spike.
Psychologists refer to these as ?anchors? and ?priming? effects,
and proverbially speaking, they wrap us around their little finger
in ways we never imagined? and they do it all the time.

structure of what we do? we just do more or less of the same
things to balance the status quo. Real change only happens
when the way we engage an issue is different? but as that
requires far more energy, it?s far less common. As Kahneman so
poignantly summarizes, ?Laziness is built deep into our nature?.

The case study sponsor had gone to great lengths to stress to the
vendor how simple and straight-forward his sales pipeline
management system was. He was errantly overlooking an
enormous amount of complexity beneath the surface of that
system? a reductive assessment of subordinates work that I find
executives who haven?t touched a system in years (if ever) do all
the time. Their typical phrasing is, ?How hard can it be?? The
answer is always, ?More than you?d think.? This leads to the very
common problem manifested in the case study? the vendor is
primed to believe and accept that a system is ?not that complex?
and they stick with that belief long after subsequent evidence
has amassed that should have convinced them otherwise. Sadly,
it is often only when others are forced to intervene? as I
was? who have not been so primed, that they are able to
objectively look at the situation and judge its complexity for what
it really is.

The vendor and sponsor in our case study had been locked in
such a dysfunctional dialog for six months before I became
involved. The vendor had questions but could only get half of the
sponsor ?s attention for a tenth of the required time. All the while
during such sessions the sponsor was dealing with other
business issues, being interrupted by subordinates and venting
his growing frustration that ?this is so simple, why can?t you fix
this on your own??. Unfortunately, the vendor did himself no
favors by not preparing for such sessions with the diagrams I
ultimately prepared? he had nothing specific to challenge the
sponsor on and nothing visual that he could force the sponsor to
confirm or correct. Knowing that the sponsor ?s attention was
going to be an issue, I made sure we went off site to lunch before
I showed him the diagrams. That lunch lasted over four hours,
but we got to the bottom of the problem.

6. Trade-offs, rolling brownouts & the path
of least resistance
Th e h u m an br ain is a com pu t er . It has limited circuits, storage
and a finite amount of electricity to work with at any given time,
so it?s constantly seeking the path of least resistance and making
trade-offs to keep up with current demands. Every time our brain
starts working on something new (launches another mental
process) more electricity is required. More electricity is also
required when our brains have to work harder to do the same
work. This happens under stress when our ability to focus is
impeded? such as when a subordinate needs help. The more
stress the greater the resistance.
Such extra energy requirements have to come from somewhere.
To satisfy increased demands our brains start to shut down
non-critical operations to conserve electricity and redirect power
to processes deemed more essential. We effectively have a
controller that prioritizes each job second-by-second in real time.
You can think of this dynamic allocation of electrical resources
like a controlled, rolling brown out where attention (electricity) is
withheld from lesser functions to ensure the operation of those
more vital.

When our brain gets overloaded? either with
too many jobs or external stressors? the
processing of those jobs slows down or stops.
When that happens, information is dropped that may or may not
be re-acquired when that job resumes.
While the neural mechanics of this process have only recently
been understood, our behavioral tendencies to conserve mental
energy have been documented for more than 50 years. Some of
the early work in this area dealt with change theory and how
humans tend to exert the least effort possible to effect a change.
As Watzlawick, Weakland and Fisch point out in their book,
Change? Principles of Problem Formation and Problem Resolution,
most of what we call a change is actually a modulation. We just
focus more or less attention on a given issue depending upon
what we perceive to be its current priority. We don?t change the

7. Our brain is constantly learning,
adapting & re-configuring itself
Not lon g ago w e t h ou gh t ou r br ain s w er e st at ic. We believed
that the gray matter we were born with was all we?d ever get.
That if some mental function was lost, it was lost forever. That
you couldn?t teach an old dog new tricks, etc. etc. How wrong we
were! The human brain is actually the antithesis of what we
thought. It?s dynamic, elastic and resilient. It can literally re-wire
itself both to compensate for a functional loss due to illness or
injury, and to accommodate heavy processing loads for
specialized operations. This ability of our brain to physically
reorganize itself by creating new neural connections is called
neuroplasticity, and its relevance to dealing with specialized
operations is at the heart of this discussion.
As the neurologist and primatologist Robert Sapolsky explains in
Behave, the greater a person?s mastery of a topic or domain, the
more expert they become and the more processing and decision
making around that topic that gets relegated to their autopilot.
As more expertise is acquired and as more successful stimulus response patterns are identified, new neural connections are
created to literally hard-wire that processing into our brains. This
hard-wiring occurs both to maximize processing speed and
minimize the attention (electrical) load to free up more of that
scare resource for other jobs? in other words, to gain
computational efficiencies. It?s important to note that this
hard-wiring of functionality actually occurs in a different part of
our brains than where the information was originally consciously
processed? it is moved to a different type of processing
engine? much like adding a special purpose SoC (System on a
Chip) to a computer.
Neuroplasticity also works in reverse. When we decrease or stop
working in a domain where these hardwired solutions have been
created? when they are no longer needed? our brains begin to
break down those structures so that their resources can be
reallocated to other domains experiencing ongoing or increasing
demands. Yet another illustration of what is effectively an
intelligent controller that is capable of evaluating trade-offs and
dynamically allocating or removing resources in response to
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current demand. The human brain is anything but static? it?s a
finely tuned machine.
This is an extremely efficient and useful feature not only because
of the conservation of electricity but because of its incredible
speed, and the ability it provides us to decide and act without
thinking. Once hard-wired, we don?t have to study an issue. We
?instinctively? know what to do and move on to the next thing.
Neurologist and psychologists refer to this capability as
automaticity.
As useful as automaticity is, it has a definite downside? with our
brain there are always trade-offs. As Itiel Dror describes in his
chapter ?The Paradox of Human Expertise: Why Experts Get It
Wrong? in The Paradoxical Brain ?Once experts acquire these
automated skills, they can perform them effortlessly; however,
the change in processes also degrades performance in a number
of ways. Given the nature of automaticity, experts cannot fully
account and explain, or even recall, their actions. This makes
training difficult, as the expert?s knowledge is not accessible. It is
further problematic in expert domains, where accountability is
expected and important.?
Said differently, once we turn things over to the autopilot for
automatic processing we more or less purge that information
and logic from our conscious mind. The flexibility and creativity
of our decision-making process is drastically reduced? if not
eliminated altogether. Our mental processing becomes
extremely rigid, we develop tunnel vision, the rationale behind
our logic escapes us. We become biased and lose our ability to
check ourselves to validate the accuracy or appropriateness of
our conclusions and actions. So even though we?re able to make
lightning fast decisions, we often forget how or why we made
them. We know something, but we?ve got no idea how or why we
know it. We can?t explain it to others, and more disconcerting, we
can?t even explain it to ourselves. If you?ve ever gotten lost in
thought while driving home after a long day, only to reach your
street with no recollection of the last 15 minutes, you?ve
experienced your autopilot and automaticity in action.

What all this means is that the greater the expertise
we acquire the more difficult it becomes for others
to get that information out of us.
It is lit er ally, ph ysically im possible f or a bu sin ess pr ocess
ow n er or su bject m at t er exper t t o divu lge on dem an d all
t h ey k n ow abou t t h eir pr ocess f or t h e ben ef it of a bu sin ess
an alyst or t ech t eam m em ber ch ar ged w it h au t om at in g t h at
pr ocess. To r ecover t h at in f or m at ion ? w h ich again isn?t lost ,
it ?s ju st been m oved t o cold st or age? r equ ir es a r eal,
con cer t ed, st r u ct u r ed ef f or t t o excavat e t h e en t ir e st or y
w h ich so of t en goes u n said.
Although I did not understand these mental mechanics at the
time, I am convinced that this is exactly was happening with the
sponsor in our case study. As I said earlier, he actually knew
everything about the process, but he had to be led through the
excavation of that information by someone who had the training
to extract it.

Im plicat ion s
Havin g explor ed t h ese seven r ecen t ly r ecogn ized m en t al
con st r ain t s, let?s put them into context and take a look at the
impact they have on our IT projects. If left to their own devices,
everyone on a project team will create their own internal
narrative about what they think the project is trying to do. Their
story (or significant elements thereof) will be unique to them,
inaccurate and incomplete. They will have no idea that anyone
else has a different perspective, and the more stressed they
become the less physically capable they will be of either
appreciating the miscommunication or doing anything about it.
And the experts we look to most often? those to whom we
naturally turn to resolve misunderstandings, discover the truth,
and get the whole story? are those? unbeknownst to
anyone? most physically incapable of accurately and completely
communicating all they know.
Talk about a recipe for a communications disaster! When viewed
from this perspective it?s no wonder 75% of all enterprise IT
projects failures are a direct result of our silence? of critical
information not being communicated from the business to the
tech team.
The implications of these seven saboteurs for
technology enabled business projects are profound.

running

As technologists, business analysts and project
managers we can?t take at face value what the
business thinks they remember about their process.
?
And we can't trust ourselves to remember
to ask all the necessary questions!
They may not have mentally recorded the information accurately
and what they did record may have been corrupted during
retrieval. We must remember that everyone?s minds-eye is
different. With the best of intentions, different people will
visualize the same thing in different ways. We must confirm
understandings that we once assumed. We must touch all the
bases? even when we don?t see them. We must adopt the
operating principle that if we don't have agreement on
something that has been reduced to writing as text, a process
map or storyboard, then we don?t have agreement. We must
develop these independent safeguards to overcome the mental
limitations to which all humans are subject. And we must stop
blaming people for working like humans and start embracing the
ways humans actually work.
The Sociologist John McKnight once noted, ?you can?t solve a
problem with what you don?t have.? The first thing we need to
address any technology enabled business project is an accurate
and complete understanding of the business process and
objectives that technology is supposed to enable. Understanding
what the business is trying to do is job one, but the way we?ve
been going about it is not working. We need a different approach
that both accommodates the design limitations of the human
brain and incorporates the language of business execution. And
it is to such a solution that we now turn.

...
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Wh at 's Th e Solu t ion ?

Roadm ap Over view
Th e Roadm ap r ef r am es an old idea. Business execution is

If you can't beat 'em , join 'em
To dat e ou r appr oach to technology projects has not only
ignored the realities of how humans communicate, we?ve actually
acted in opposition to the way our brains work. We?ve fought
human nature, and human nature won!
Given what we now know, it?s time to change our approach? so,
we?ve designed a solution, a Roadmap (checklist) that:
-

Addresses the operational constraints of the human
brain;
Mirrors the way our minds naturally assemble stories;
Utilizes the memory hack of embedding sub-stories
within the main story;
Guards against the accidental omission of critical
details; and, mostly importantly,
Uses the universal language of the business execution
lifecycle to ensure that all facets of the process are
covered.

So even if the business forgets, mis-remembers or overlooks
some details, you will be able to catch them (and yourself) before
that omission (aka silence) hurts your project.
By graphically documenting the information collected through
the Roadmap in a way that can be examined and verified by all
stakeholders, we?re able to circumvent the mental limitations
that might otherwise corrupt that information during retrieval.
The product of this Roadmap is a shared story that all
stakeholders help to create that leverages the way our brains
naturally work. You can think of this as a foundation or
framework for discussing and documenting the components that
are common to the execution of every business process.
This Roadmap serves multiple purposes. It helps IT and process
owners unearth the business?s execution story, and acts as an
insurance policy to keep that story intact. It?s a cheat sheet to
help your team ask questions about ambiguities. And it helps a
team hold each other accountable. If questions are asked, but
answers are not forthcoming? and such attempts are
documented? it makes it very hard for one party to later blame
another.

not a one-off, linear exercise. It?s a continuous cycle with two
halves and four stages. The first half focuses on automating
execution. The second half tracks your performance. In the first
stage you actually DO the work. In the second, you M ANAGE the
work. In the third, you ASSESS performance. In the fourth, you
REFINE your efforts by triaging your organization to determine
the best places to focus your attention to improve your process
going forward.
These two halves and four stages are always present in every
business process and they always appear in this order? as do
the twelve steps that occur within those four stages. It is the
predictability of this execution lifecycle that makes it so useful for
identifying and defining the components of a process? it's also
what makes it SDLC agnostic.

Remember, the Roadmap isn't for
developing software or running a project.
It's for understanding the business for which
you're developing the software.
If these four stages and twelve bases are not addressed in your
requirements documentation, then that?s an indication that you
may have missed a critical component. In which case you either
need to confirm that the step is irrelevant for your current
project or go find what?s missing.
The goal of the Roadmap is to get people to think about and
surface aloud the details of their process that they know so well
that they?ve internalized? that they?ve essentially forgotten? but
others (like a tech team) have no idea even exist. To get at those
details we need to systematically deconstruct the execution
cycle? a bit like a mental archaeological dig? to bring to light
those details that have been buried by the unconscious
processes of our minds.

If your team can answer these questions, you will have created a
shared, 360o definition of:
-

What is it that you?re trying to do;
What?s going to be required to do it; and
Why accomplishing that goal is important.

Before we get into an explanation of the Roadmap itself, you
need to be aware of a few things. First, using the Roadmap will
require your team to do some adaptation and additional
planning. It doesn?t have to all be done at once. The process
tends to be an on-going, group exercise. You probably won?t
gather all of the information for the checklist in one pass, but
each pass will provide additional value. The time you?ll save
executing and fixing mistakes will far exceed any additional time
you spend planning. Second, you?ll need to get things down on
paper and draw workflows, process maps and storyboards.
These can be basic? even crude? but your team will need to
understand and buy-in to the stories you create.
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Th e Bu sin ess Execu t ion Lif ecycle
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St age On e: Wor k er s DO
The Roadmap starts with the acknowledgment that business
is about DOING something? it?s about moving a ?ball? from
point A to point B as fast and efficiently as you can to generate
profit. In this section you define what you?re trying to do. Think
of it as mapping the workflow or horizontal dimension of your
process. When answering these and the other questions in the
Roadmap, it may be useful to define certain terms in a glossary
or data dictionary.

St ep On e:
Wh at ar e you t r yin g t o do?
-

What are the "balls" (products or services) that you?re
moving from point A to B?
What?s the time frame? When does this work happen
and how long should it take?
Who is (are) the customer(s) of this process?
Where does this process start and stop?
Why are you trying to do this? why is it important?

Responses like ?we want to install a new ERP system? don?t answer this question. That?s a statement of how you?re trying to achieve a
goal. What you?re trying to do is achieve some kind of increased efficiency or competitive advantage. Explaining what those goals are
and why they?re important is what you?re after. When your team understands what needs to be done and why it needs to happen,
they?ll be best equipped to creatively discover how to make that happen. Consequently, adding an explanation of why you?re
attempting to do something is crucial for every answer to every question of this Roadmap.

St ep Tw o:
Wh at ar e t h e in t er im st eps t h at you n eed t o accom plish t o r each you r u lt im at e goal?
In addition to the questions asked under Step One? which may be repeated for each interim step in the process? Step Two
addresses the following:
-

What are the interim steps in this process?
Who or what sits at each end of each step of the process?
Who or what are the other participants that support or are related to each step of this process?
What are the inputs and outputs at each step?
Where can the process branch into different paths and what are those paths?

St ep Th r ee:
How w ill you k n ow t h at you ?ve su ccessf u lly com plet ed each st ep an d m et you r goal?
-

What are your criteria for acceptance or advancement to the next step?
Who is responsible for approving work for advancement or rejecting it for rework?
What happens if the criteria for success at each step, or for the process overall, is not met?
What?s the reward for success and cost of failure?
Did you map the process and steps overall?
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St age Tw o: M an ager s M ANAGE
Every time work is performed it?s managed. Mapping who?s
going to do the work, where that work is going to take place,
and how you?ll organize or supervise it defines the vertical
dimension of your process.

St ep Fou r :
Wh o?s goin g t o do t h e w or k ?
-

-

For each of the interim steps you identified in Step Two,
who or what initiates, touches, performs or consumes
the work in this process?
What are their roles or functions? of both workers and
machines?
What are their responsibilities and relationships to the
company?
When and where do those responsibilities begin and end?
How many of these people, contractors or machines are
there?

In the context of this question ?Who? can be an organizational position? a line worker, manager, director, etc. ?Who? could also
represent a customer or external partner.

St ep Five:
Wh er e?s t h e w or k goin g t o be per f or m ed?
-

Is the work being performed or consumed internally or externally to your organization?
What and where are the physical locations? factory, workstation, etc.? where the work is done?
What and where are the organizational units? departments, territories, etc.? where the work is done?
What are the functions, responsibilities and/or unique skills-sets of each physical location and/or
organizational unit?
Are there any alternate reporting roll-ups (similar to the alternate workflow paths mentioned in Step Two)?
If so, what are they and who is involved with them?

The ?Who? and ?Where? of Steps Four and Five, usually represent the boxes on an org chart.

St ep Six:
How ?s t h e w or k goin g t o be or gan ized?
-

How are the process participants managed?
Who manages which workers and processes?
How are the process participants assigned responsibilities and how are they evaluated?
Who decides which work and/or workers get managed by whom?
Who is responsible for scheduling and organizing the work?

?How? represents the lines on an org chart that run between the boxes. Those lines are the relationships in your process.
They can also be points where you measure performance.
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St age Th r ee: An alyst s ASSESS
This is the first stage of the evaluation (tracking and reporting)
side of the execution lifecycle. The primary thing to keep in mind
when thinking about this second half of the cycle is this-- you r
r epor t in g st r at egy IS you r m an agem en t com m u n icat ion s
st r at egy. Employees will focus on the things management tells
them to focus on and ignore the things management ignores.
We often fail to realize that zombie reports and independent
reporting silos are damaging because they both distract workers
from, and confuse people about, what is really important.
Figuring out your highest reporting priorities is critical for
management teams because, as I said earlier, if you don?t tell
your workers what to look for, they?re not going to know.

St ep Seven :
Wh at ar e you r m ost im por t an t pr ior it ies ?
-

What are the most important objectives for this business or process (or each step of that process) to succeed?
How are you going to prioritize which dimensions of your business or process to focus on?
What are the most critical activities that must be properly performed to reach those objectives?
How are you going to make sure you cover all the critical bases without covering too many?
How are you going to define what's important--and who is going to make that determination?

St ep Eigh t :
Wh at qu est ion s do you n eed t o ask ?
-

How does performance against each priority relate to advancing your mission?
What is it about your performance towards each priority that your team needs to understand?
Define in plain English a question that when answered will explain the context and significance of your performance
against each priority?
Who are the people or departments who will need to generate and consume the reports answering these questions?
How do your future reporting requirements correspond to your current reports and what needs to change?

We tend to forget that there?s only one reason to ever write a report? to answer a business question. If you don?t have a question to
answer, don?t waste time writing a report. What questions must you answer to evaluate performance against each critical priority
you?ve Identified in Step Seven? While there are countless variations on these themes, there are only three basic questions that can be
asked about process performance: how much, how fast, and how efficiently do you move the ball from Points A to B?

St ep Nin e:
Wh at ar e you r m et r ics, calcu lat ion s an d dat a r equ ir em en t s?
-

What are the metrics and measures that you'll need to answer each of your questions?
What are the formulas that will be used to calculate those metrics?
What are the raw data elements that you'll need to plug into those calculations?
Where does that raw data come from and who or what produces it?
Over what intervals of time must each data element be collected?

When calculating metrics for these assessments, remember that looking at whole dollars or units is interesting but somewhat
meaningless. Those measures tell you how much you did, but they tell you nothing about how efficiently you did it. To get at that
information you need to reduce those metrics to constant units of measure such as, Units per hour, Cost per unit, etc.
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St age Fou r : Execu t ives REFINE
Time is your most precious resource. Allocating that resource to
advance the performance of your business is your most critical
job. This fourth and final section of the Roadmap provides a
framework for assessing those allocations. The following three
questions are the only ones you?ll ever need to ask to conduct
?Organizational Triage? and determine where to target your
time and efforts to get the greatest bang for your management
intervention buck.

St ep Ten :
Wh at 's Ok , an d Wh at 's Not Ok ?
-

-

For each metric identified in Stage Three, what criteria
are you going to use to determine adequate versus
inadequate performance?
For each question identified above, where will you draw
the line between adequate and inadequate performance?
Is there some level of performance that is so bad? or so good?
that it requires immediate attention? If so, what is it and why do you need to know this immediately?
What is the basis for setting the threshold(s) for each metric where you did?
Over what time periods do these evaluations need to be made?

The chart below (or something similar)? which identifies the performance of every participant in your process?
is what you should end up with every time you ask these questions about a metric.

St ep Eleven :
Wh o or w h at ?s in volved?
-

Who or what are the participants that you?re going to be sorting into each of the buckets just defined?
When and where are those participants going to be measured?
How often are you going to use those measurements to conduct performance assessments?
How are you going to use the specific formulas to sort process participants into the two camps? Ok versus Not Ok?
Which reporting dimensions are going to be used to consolidate and drill down into the organization's performance?

St ep Tw elve:
How m u ch does it cost s?
-

What measures of costs are you going to use? time, money, quality, customer satisfaction, etc.?
What are the cost accounting or variance calculations that you're going to use to estimate the potential impact
of addressing inadequate levels of performance?
How are you going to weigh the cost of intervening against the opportunity if you intervene?
Who will be responsible for following up on these results to be sure problems and opportunities are addressed?
What steps are you going to take to ensure that you're constantly learning from your best performers?

What you take away from the answers to these last three steps will guide how you refine your efforts and continuously improve
performance going forward. Using this Roadmap to tell the story of how you plan to execute a business process is effectively
storytelling by the numbers. It is a simple, straight-forward approach that can be used by anyone when you need to ensure that you
completely communicate the details of a process. If this seems like added work, just remember, one way or the other, before you
complete a project, you WILL answer all of these questions. It?s just happens to be much cheaper and easier to do it up front than to
wait for things to break later when you?ll have to stop, backtrack and repair what went wrong.
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Con clu sion
Having explained that silence is the root cause of three-quarters of all enterprise IT project failures, having explained why that silence is
happening and what can be done about it, I would like to leave you with an explanation of why I think it?s imperative that you act on this
information and do something about this problem. For that explanation, I draw your attention to the graphic below.

Th e Ef f ect of Com pou n din g Er r or s Wh en an Execu t ion Cycle is M iss-com m u n icat ed
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Any time you work on an enterprise IT project understanding what the business is trying to do is always job one. If you don't confirm
the details of the process you're working on? and define each step of the execution cycle? you open the door to communication
errors. The lack of clarity that ensues will create misunderstandings. And those misunderstandings will lead to more
misunderstandings. What would not have been an issue with good information will become one when you start building on top of a
bad foundation. Small errors will compound over time to create bigger problems at the end. Your project will start to drift off course. At
first the variance will be small, and the drift will be slow, but both will grow over time at an accelerating rate. You?ll notice the growing
gap, but you won?t know exactly why it?s happening. This is why project post-mortems usually have such trouble identifying root causes
of failure? there are so many of them, they?re all inter-connected and none of them have been articulated. It?s very hard to identify and
define what has never been surfaced and discussed. Returning to my original re-framing of this communication issue? how do you
examine the contents of silence?
This simple Roadmap can help you avoid this fate. It?s been said that it?s the simple stuff that?ll kill you. Well this is all simple stuff, but
the failure to pay attention to it is lethal? as our current project failure rates demonstrate. Given the unprecedented challenges facing
the US economy, doing things the way we?ve been doing them is no longer an option. As the Wall Street Journal recently reported,
remote work is already making projects more challenging and causing them to run longer. Team training, coordination and
communications are harder when team members aren't physically present to look over each others shoulders or pick up on the myriad
of non-verbal clues that comprise so much of human communication. As the economy contracts, revenues shrink and profits
disappear, throwing away $1 Trillion dollars a year in what should have been bottom-line profit will be increasingly hard to
explain? especially when you consider that to recoup those lost profits the average company with $100 Million in annual revenue
would have to generate another $10 to $15 Million in annual sales. How long do you think shareholders and investors are going to
tolerate such incompetence? We can?t go on being so cavalier with our projects, companies and careers. This is a rare opportunity, but if
you don't seize it, it's just a matter of time before it seizes you.
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Process Mining Roadmap
License
Bridging Business & IT, LLC (“Licensor”) is committed to helping organizations improve their ability to execute and minimize the
communication issues that cause 75% of enterprise IT project failures. To advance that goal, Licensor has compiled a whitepaper entitled
“Enterprise IT & the Lost Language of Execution” that describes a framework for understanding business execution. Licensor has also
compiled a step-by-step instruction guide for implementing that framework when deploying technology to automate or report on the
execution of a business process. This step-by-step guide is entitled the “Process Mining Roadmap”; it is hereinafter referred to as the
“Roadmap”. A redacted version of the Roadmap is presented for illustration purposes below. A complete, unredacted version of the
Roadmap may be obtained by contacting Licensor directly. Licensor wishes to grant You certain rights to use the Roadmap under the
terms and conditions set forth below. By downloading the Roadmap You accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of this
license agreement ("License"). To the extent this License may be interpreted as a contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights (defined
below) in consideration of Your acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in consideration of
benefits the Licensor receives from making the Roadmap available under these terms and conditions.
Definitions
Adapted Material (also referred to as derivative works) means material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights that is derived from or based
upon the Roadmap and in which the Roadmap is translated, altered, arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring
permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the Licensor.
Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to copyright without regard to how the rights are labeled or
categorized. For purposes of this License, the rights specified in Section 1.2 are not Copyright and Similar Rights.
Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws
fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international agreements.
Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights that applies
to Your use of the Roadmap.
Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the terms and conditions of this License, which are limited to all Copyright and
Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the Roadmap and that the Licensor has authority to license.
Non-Commercial means not intended for or directed towards commercial advantage or compensation—whether monetary or non-monetary.
For purposes of this License, the exchange of the Roadmap for other material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights by digital file-sharing
or similar means is Non-Commercial provided there is no payment of monetary or non-monetary compensation in connection with the
exchange.
Share means to provide the Roadmap to the public by any means or process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such as
reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution, dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make the Roadmap
available to the public including in ways that members of the public may access the Roadmap from a place and at a time individually chosen
by them.
You means the individual or extended entity who received the Checklists and who is exercising the Licensed Rights under this
License. Your has a corresponding meaning
1. Scope of License: License grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, the Licensor hereby grants You a perpetual,
worldwide, royalty-free, irrevocable, non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-sublicensable license to: (A) Use the Roadmap, in whole or in part,
for Your personal use or the use of any organization where You are employed or volunteer—provided You use the Roadmap for NonCommercial purposes only. Other than receiving compensation from Your employer, You may not, at any time, charge other individuals or
organizations (where you are not an employee or volunteer) a fee or accept any other form of compensation to train, implement or consult
with them on the deployment or use of the Roadmap. You may not sell, lease or sub-license our Checklists, or package or incorporate our
Roadmap into any other software or intellectual property. (B) Modify and enhance the Roadmap to better address Your or Your
organizations requirements (hereinafter “Modifications”), provided You notify the Licensor of any such Modifications and deliver a copy of

those Modifications to Licensor within thirty (30) days of Your completion of those Modifications so that Licensor may, at Licensor’s sole
and exclusive discretion, review Your Modifications and, if Licensor deems it appropriate, incorporate those Modifications into future
versions of the Roadmap so that others may benefit from such improvements; and You agree to assign and do hereby assign to Licensor
any and all rights to such Modifications which You might acquire or claim as derivative works (Adapted Material) in and to the Roadmap
with the provision and understanding that Licensor hereby grants to You all of the License rights to use Your Modifications that were
originally granted to You to use the Roadmap under this Section 1. (C) Produce and reproduce, but not Share, the Roadmap, Your
Modifications and Adapted Material—provided You continue to use the Roadmap and Your Modifications strictly in accordance with the
Non-Commercial and other provisions of this License. (D) Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where Exceptions and
Limitations apply to Your use, this License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with its terms and conditions. (E) Term. The
term of this License is specified in Section 4. (F) Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The Licensor authorizes You to
exercise the Licensed Rights in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created, and to make technical modifications
necessary to do so. The Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or authority to forbid You from making technical
modifications necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective Technological
Measures. For purposes of this License, simply making modifications authorized by this Section 1.1.F never produces Adapted Material. (G)
No endorsement. Nothing in this License constitutes or may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You are, or that Your use of
the Roadmap is, connected with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by, the Licensor or others designated to receive
attribution as provided in Section 2.
Other rights. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not licensed under this License, nor are publicity, privacy, and/or other similar
personality rights; however, to the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any such rights held by the Licensor to
the limited extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed Rights, but not otherwise. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed
under this License. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to collect any royalties or payments from You for the exercise of
the Licensed Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory licensing
scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly reserves any right to collect such royalties and payments, including when the Roadmap is
used for anything other than Non-Commercial purposes.
2. License Conditions. Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the following conditions. Attribution. If You
reproduce the Roadmap in any form, You must retain the following: (i) Identification of the creator(s) of the Roadmap and any others
designated to receive attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by the Licensor; (ii) A copyright notice; (iii) A notice that refers to this
License; (iv) A notice that refers to the disclaimer of warranties; (v) A URL or hyperlink to the Roadmap to the extent reasonably practicable;
(vI) Indicate if You modified the Roadmap and retain an indication of any previous Modifications; and (vii) Indicate that the Roadmap is
licensed under this License, and include the text of, or the URL or hyperlink to, this License. For the avoidance of doubt, You do not have
permission under this License to Share the Roadmap, Your Modifications or any Adapted Material. You may satisfy the conditions in this
Section in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in which You reproduce the Roadmap. For example, it may
be reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URL or hyperlink to a resource that includes the required information. Send your
changes and usage to checklist@bridgingbusinessit.com
3. Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability. Unless otherwise separately undertaken by the Licensor, to the extent possible, the
Licensor offers the checklist as-is and as-available and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Roadmap,
whether express, implied, statutory, or other. This includes, without limitation, warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, non-infringement, absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the presence or absence of errors, whether or not known or
discoverable. To the extent possible, in no event will the Licensor be liable to You on any legal theory (including, without limitation,
negligence) or otherwise for any direct, special, indirect, incidental, consequential, punitive, exemplary, or other losses, costs, expenses, or
damages arising out of this License or use of the Roadmap, even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such losses, costs,
expenses, or damages. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the
extent possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and waiver of all liability.
4. Term and Termination.This License applies for the term of the Copyright and Similar Rights licensed herein. However, if You fail to comply
with this License, then Your rights under this License terminate automatically and immediately. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section does
not affect any right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations of this License. At the Licensor’s sole and exclusive discretion
Licensor may offer the Roadmap under separate terms or conditions or stop distributing the Roadmap at any time; however, doing so will
not terminate this License. Sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 will survive termination of this License.
5. Other Terms and Conditions. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different terms or conditions communicated by You
unless expressly agreed to in writing by both parties. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the Roadmap not stated
herein are separate from and independent of the terms and conditions of this License.
6. General Provisions. For the avoidance of doubt, this License does not, and shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose
conditions on any use of the Roadmap that could lawfully be made without permission under this License. To the extent possible, if any
provision of this License is deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make it
enforceable. If the provision cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this License without affecting the enforceability of the remaining
terms and conditions. No term or condition of this License will be waived and no failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to
by the Licensor in writing. You may not assign this License to another party. The Licensor may freely assign this License provided the rights
granted to You pursuant to this License are preserved and continue uninterrupted. Nothing in this License constitutes or may be interpreted
as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities that apply to the Licensor, including from the legal processes of any
jurisdiction or authority. This License shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of California.

